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Abstract

Continual learning (CL) is a paradigm which addresses the issue of how to learn from sequen-
tially arriving tasks. The goal of this paper is to introduce a CL framework which can both learn
from a global multi-task architecture and locally adapt this learning to the task at hand. In addition
to the global knowledge, we conjecture that it is also beneficial to further focus on the most relevant
pieces of previous knowledge. Using a prototypical network as a proxy, the proposed framework
bases its adaptation on the similarity between the current data stream and the previously encountered
data. We develop two algorithms, one for the standard task-aware CL and another for the more
challenging task-free setting where boundaries between tasks are unknown. We correspondingly
derive a generalization upper bound on the error of an upcoming task. Experiments demonstrate that
the introduced algorithms lead to improved performance on several CL benchmarks.

1. Introduction

Continual learning (also called incremental learning or lifelong learning) is an online paradigm
where (non i.i.d.) data continuously arrive. The data distribution can potentially change over time
(Schlimmer & Fisher, 1986; Sutton & Whitehead, 1993; Ring, 1995, 1997; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017;
Lee et al., 2017; Shin et al., 2017; Schmidhuber, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Riemer et al., 2019; Buzzega
et al., 2020; Mirzadeh et al., 2020; Yoon et al., 2020; Beaulieu et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022; Mundt
et al., 2022; Romero et al., 2022b; Wu et al., 2022; Evron et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023). Upon
learning from upcoming data, the continual learner should not forget the knowledge acquired from
previous data, a phenomenon referred to as catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989;
Ratcliff, 1990; Robins, 1993, 1995; French, 1999; Pape et al., 2011; Srivastava et al., 2013; Achille
et al., 2018; Diaz-Rodriguez et al., 2018; Kemker et al., 2018; Zeno et al., 2018; Parisi et al., 2019;
Pfulb & Gepperth, 2019; Ebrahimi et al., 2020a; Gupta et al., 2020b; Banayeeanzade et al., 2021;
Ke et al., 2021; Ostapenko et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Kang et al., 2022; Karakida & Akaho,
2022; Lin et al., 2022; Miao et al., 2022; Yasar & Iqbal, 2023). The continual learner should as well
adapt to the distributional shift occurring across data streams. A balance must therefore be achieved
in continual learning (CL) between stability, to preserve previous knowledge, and adaptation (the
stability-plasticity dilemma). In addition, updates must be performed incrementally where the data
available at each stage comprise solely the new data. Due to privacy, security and computational
constraints, access to the old data is prohibited (Adel et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2023).

Upon encountering experiences, humans are more adept than machines at learning from the past
given a limited scale of training data (Taylor & Stone, 2009; Chen & Liu, 2016; Finn et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2018; Rostami et al., 2020a). One reason is our sheer aptitude to precisely assign different
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relevance levels to knowledge accumulated from the past, with respect to the upcoming task1. A
person asked to carry an object with one hand can efficiently learn which characteristics of the object
(e.g. center of gravity) are similar to which objects encountered in the past. Therefore, the latter (i.e.
more similar) objects should be more relevant to the current task. We imitate this here by developing
a continual learner with general (global) learning capacity as well as a (local) adaptive mechanism
customized for each upcoming task via zooming in on a (most) relevant task from the past.

A common approach to CL is based on multi-task transfer. The standard practice in this multi-
task learning approach (Caruana, 1997; Heskes, 2000; Bakker & Heskes, 2003; Yoon et al., 2018;
Wu et al., 2023) is to divide the architecture into (i) a slowly evolving, shared part (usually at
the bottom of the architecture) which is globally accessible by all tasks; and (ii) rapidly evolving
task-specific parts, including the top classification layer (head) of each task. In its standard form,
this division of the architecture makes it tricky to highlight a specific experience (task) from the
past as particularly relevant for the current/upcoming task. In addition, this rigid specification of
the shared and task-specific components constrains the form of task-transfer that can take place.
Furthermore, this approach is prone to underfitting when the tasks are heterogeneous (Requeima
et al., 2019). Hence, an adaptation mechanism is needed to establish a potentially more flexible
multi-task architecture.

The architecture of the proposed CL framework, which we refer to as Similarity-based adaptation
for Task-Aware and task-Free continual learning (STAF), comprises shared, task-specific and adaptive
components. The output of the shared components is adapted in STAF. Thus, the optimization
performed to compute the task-specific parameters depends not only on the shared parameters but
also on the adaptation mechanism which takes into consideration the similarity between the task at
hand and previous tasks. The adaptation mechanism is based on an auxiliary prototypical network
(PN, Snell et al., 2017). We develop a learning procedure for the PN which particularly suits our
adaptation purpose. In brief, the PN is responsible for identifying the most relevant (i.e. similar)
previous task to the current task.

We propose two algorithms: task-aware STAF and task-free STAF. In task-aware CL, the data is
presented to the learner in the form of tasks between which hard boundaries are observed (Aljundi
et al., 2019b). The training procedure is accordingly divided into phases where each phase corre-
sponds to a task. Task-aware CL has led to advances in understanding how to transfer knowledge
over sequentially arriving tasks. Nonetheless, since task boundaries are not observed in several
real-world applications of CL, the need to learn under the more challenging task-free CL setting
recently arose (Caccia et al., 2020b). The adaptation mechanism proposed by STAF enables it to
discover task boundaries.

We derive a CL generalization upper bound to analyze the error of an upcoming task. Our upper
bound corroborates the idea of involving the most relevant task to the upcoming task in the CL
optimization. We also empirically evaluate the proposed STAF, with both its task-aware and task-free
algorithms, on several established benchmarks. Experiments demonstrate that STAF achieves state-
of-the-art performance in terms of both overall CL classification accuracy and reducing catastrophic
forgetting. We also perform an ablation study to gauge the significance of the adaptation mechanism.
Information about related works can be found in Section 2.

Our principal contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) A CL framework which reinforces
the global utilization of knowledge with the proposed local adaptation mechanism that relies on

1. As clarified later, in task-aware CL, a task encompasses the data stream exposed to the learner at a specific time step.
The data distribution can change across tasks, but not within the same task.
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evaluating the similarity between each upcoming task and the previous tasks (Section 3). (2) An
extension of the proposed framework to task-free CL by providing an algorithm which can function
without observing task boundaries (Section 4). (3) A generalization upper bound on the error of an
upcoming task (Section 5). (4) State-of-the-art results on several CL benchmarks which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed framework in learning both with and without task boundaries,
as measured both by the overall classification accuracy and by the degree to which catastrophic
forgetting is mitigated (Section 6).

2. Related Work

Numerous CL algorithms have been developed in the literature (Srivastava et al., 2013; Farquhar &
Gal, 2018; Kim et al., 2018; Morgado & Vasconcelos, 2019; Benavides-Prado et al., 2020; Parisi
& Lomonaco, 2020; Ahn et al., 2021; Ayub & Wagner, 2021; Cha et al., 2021a; Derakhshani et al.,
2021; Ehret et al., 2021; Hurtado et al., 2021; Kapoor et al., 2021; Mao et al., 2021; Pham et al.,
2021; Tang & Matteson, 2021; Yoon et al., 2021; Benavides-Prado & Riddle, 2022; Madaan et al.,
2022; Ramesh & Chaudhari, 2022; Romero et al., 2022a; Skantze & Willemsen, 2022; Wang et al.,
2022b; Gaya et al., 2023; Mundt et al., 2023). On a high level, there are three principal approaches
to continual learning (CL): memory-based, regularization-based and architecture-based (Pan et al.,
2020; Parisi & Lomonaco, 2020; De Lange et al., 2021; De Lange & Tuytelaars, 2021; Krishnan &
Balaprakash, 2021; Mehta et al., 2021; Liu & Liu, 2022).

Some CL algorithms are memory-based, which typically store (or generate) previous data in an
episodic memory (Ratcliff, 1990; Thrun, 1996; Schmidhuber, 2013; Hattori, 2014; Mocanu et al.,
2016; Kamra et al., 2017; Rolnick et al., 2018; Chaudhry et al., 2019a; Smith et al., 2019; Titsias
et al., 2019; Ebrahimi et al., 2020b; Cory et al., 2021; Deng et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2021; Shim et al.,
2021; Saha et al., 2021; Arani et al., 2022; Masarczyk et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022;
Ho et al., 2023). Most of the memory-based CL algorithms rely on storing or replaying data from
previous tasks, which leads to an overhead in terms of storage (Shin et al., 2017; Choi et al., 2019;
Teng & Dasgupta, 2019). In addition, there is a computational overhead on the methods performing
optimization to select which previous examples to replay (Titsias et al., 2019). Other methods are
based on learning a generative model to generate observations from previous tasks (Schmidhuber,
2013; Mocanu et al., 2016; Kamra et al., 2017; Rebuffi et al., 2017; Shin et al., 2017; van de Ven &
Tolias, 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Rostami et al., 2020b). This approach leads to less overhead in terms
of storage, albeit at the added cost of the required generative modelling and its training procedure.
Based on generative adversarial networks (GANs, Goodfellow et al., 2014b; Goodfellow, 2016),
a deep generative model is trained by Shin et al. (2017) to mimic data from previous tasks. Other
GAN-based CL algorithms include Khan et al. (2023) where the feature drift, between the generated
and original features, is reduced via a distillation and matching latent modelling procedure, which
ultimately enhances the ability to learn and generate complex data.

A gradient episodic memory is adopted by Lopez-Paz and Ranzato (2017) to store gradients
of the previous tasks. A controlled sampling of memories is developed for replay by Aljundi et al.
(2019a). Sample selection (from previous tasks) is cast as a constraint reduction problem by Aljundi
et al. (2019c). Methods based on the replay approach have as well been proposed in reinforcement
learning (Isele & Cosgun, 2018; Rolnick et al., 2018). Some CL methods are based on selecting
coresets from previous tasks via an optimization procedure (Borsos et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2018;
Tiwari et al., 2022; Yoon et al., 2022; Hao et al., 2023). In the algorithm introduced by Kamra et al.
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(2017), catastrophic forgetting is alleviated via a dual memory, which emulates the way the human
brain works. Saha et al. (2021) learns upcoming tasks by taking gradient steps in the direction which
is orthogonal to the subspaces of the gradients from previous tasks. Kernel ridge regression is utilized
to construct an episodic memory by Derakhshani et al. (2021).

Unlike the memory-based approach, our proposed framework, STAF, results in less memory and
run-time overhead than memory-based CL algorithms since STAF does not store, nor generate, any
previous data. Instead, we develop a PN which acts as a proxy to learn information about previous
tasks.

Another CL approach is based on regularization (Li & Hoiem, 2016; Aljundi et al., 2018; Vuorio
et al., 2018; Aljundi et al., 2019d; Hung et al., 2019; Park et al., 2019; Benzing, 2020; von Oswald
et al., 2020; Kessler et al., 2021; Mirzadeh et al., 2021; von Oswald et al., 2021; Lyu et al., 2023)
where some parameters are granted more freedom to change than others, in order to provide a balance
between learnability and stability, and to mitigate the impact of catastrophic forgetting. Parameters
hugely influencing the prediction are protected against massive changes, whereas the rest of the
parameters are allowed to change more freely.

Examples of seminal regularization-based CL algorithms include the Elastic Weight Consoli-
dation (EWC) algorithm by Kirkpatrick et al. (2017) in which a quadratic penalty is imposed on
the difference between parameter values of the old and new tasks. However, a high level of hand
tuning is required in EWC. Confident fitting to uncertain knowledge is regularized by maximum
entropy in the method introduced by Kim et al. (2019). The regularizer introduced by Zenke et al.
(2017) is based on synapses in which importance measures are computed during training, based on
their corresponding contributions to the variation in the global loss. In order to mitigate catastrophic
forgetting, more important synapses are granted less freedom to change. In the Orthogonal Gradient
Descent (OGD) algorithm by Farajtabar et al. (2019), catastrophic forgetting is addressed via project-
ing the gradients of the predictions belonging to the current task onto the subspace of the respective
gradients from previous tasks. Cha et al. (2021a) introduced the Classifier-Projection Regularization
(CPR) algorithm which is inspired by ideas from information theory. CPR is based on adding a
regularization term that maximizes the entropy of the classifier’s output probability. In the algorithm
developed by Lyu et al. (2023), another regularization term is proposed in order to ultimately warrant
a certain degree of stability while training the continual learner.

Several regularization-based CL algorithms are based on probabilistic inference (Nguyen et al.,
2018; Adel et al., 2020; Ebrahimi et al., 2020a; Egorov et al., 2021; Henning et al., 2021; Kao et al.,
2021; Loo et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2023). A seminal example of this category is the variational
continual learning (VCL) algorithm by Nguyen et al. (2018) where sequential variational inference
(VI) and Monte Carlo VI are fused to model CL. Kessler et al. (2021) developed a solution based on
Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) where the complexity of the BNN is automatically controlled
via a hierarchical Indian Buffet Process (IBP). The moments of the BNN posterior are matched
incrementally in the algorithm proposed by Lee et al. (2017). Another Bayesian framework has
been introduced by Kumar et al. (2021) where regularization is based on priors and sparse subsets
of weights learned by different tasks. Another sparsity-based regularizer has been developed by
Ghosh et al. (2018) where a horseshoe prior is used over some pre-activations of a BNN to turn
off the respective network nodes. Other sparsity-based CL regularizers have been developed in
the literature (Abati et al., 2020), like Aljundi et al. (2019d) where sparsity is encouraged on the
neuron activations to mitigate catastrophic forgetting, and Jung et al. (2020) in which two group
sparsity-based penalties are utilized. The method introduced by Ebrahimi et al. (2020a) bases its
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regularization on the uncertainty in the probability distribution of the network weights. Another
BNN-based CL algorithm has been proposed by Kurle et al. (2020). CL frameworks based on
Gaussian processes have been proposed by Titsias et al. (2019), Kapoor et al. (2021), among others.

The regularization-based approach is orthogonal to the proposed framework, STAF. This means
that ideas therein can be combined with the ideas in STAF.

The third main approach to CL is the architecture-based approach (Rusu et al., 2016b; Fernando
et al., 2017; Kaplanis et al., 2018; Xu & Zhu, 2018; Yoon et al., 2018; Du et al., 2019; Gigante et al.,
2019; He et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019a; Ostapenko et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2020;
Deng et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2021; Mirzadeh et al., 2022; Morawiecki et al., 2022) which often
balances stability and learnability via a rigid division of the architecture into shared and task-specific
components.

A CL architecture is established in PathNet (Fernando et al., 2017) based on agents selected
by a genetic algorithm. Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is adopted by Gao et al. (2020) where
reinforcement learning (RL) techniques are utilized to search for the best neural architecture for
each task. Another RL-based CL framework is the one introduced by Kaplanis et al. (2018) where
catastrophic forgetting is mitigated via RL agents with a synaptic model inspired by neuroscience.
Another NAS-based algorithm is proposed by Smith et al. (2022) where the idea of architecture
search is also extended to regularize architecture forgetting. The CL algorithm presented by Xu
and Zhu (2018) is also based on NAS. The optimal number of neurons and filters to add to each
layer with each upcoming task is cast as a combinatorial optimization problem optimized by an
RL policy. The optimization performed by Javed and White (2019) leads to a sparse representation
which limits catastrophic forgetting. Neural structure learning and parameter estimation are separated
over two optimization steps in the work by Li et al. (2019b) where NAS is used to optimize for
the former step. The method developed by Ostapenko et al. (2019) is based on a dynamic network
expansion optimized by a GAN. CL Algorithms based progressive networks have as well been
proposed (Rusu et al., 2016a, 2016b). In order to learn a new task in the work by Rusu et al. (2016a),
the whole network from the previous task is first copied then augmented. Even though this mitigates
catastrophic forgetting, it can be very tricky in terms of scalability since the size of the architecture
will grow prohibitively larger with a large number of tasks.

The two proposed STAF algorithms can be considered an adaptive development of the architecture-
based approach. In addition to the shared and task-specific components, STAF enforces a similarity-
based adaptation via establishing an adaptation layer. The proposed STAF framework is also related
to the multi-task learning paradigm (Caruana, 1997; Heskes, 2000; Bakker & Heskes, 2003; Stickland
& Murray, 2019).

The algorithms presented by Chaudhry et al. (2018), Kim et al. (2019) have explored metrics for
the inability to adapt to new tasks, which they refer to as intransigence. Other works that explored
metrics for particular branches of CL, e.g. continual reinforcement learning, include Powers et al.
(2022), Hammoud et al. (2023). A federated CL algorithm has been proposed by Yoon et al. (2021) to
address the scenario where each client learns on a sequence of tasks from a private local data stream.
The method introduced by Yin et al. (2021) aims at mitigating catastrophic forgetting via neuron
calibration. An analysis of how batch normalization fares with CL frameworks is performed by Pham
et al. (2022), while Caccia et al. (2022) analyzed how representations shift at task boundaries.

Some CL algorithms, e.g. (Caccia et al., 2020b; Gupta et al., 2020a; Yap et al., 2020), are based
on developing variations of MAML (Finn et al., 2017) which are suitable for CL. The work by
Nguyen et al. (2020) proposes a new measure to evaluate transferability of CL representations. A
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derivation is developed by Knoblauch et al. (2020) which promotes the adoption of the memory-based
approach compared to the regularization-based approach. A new dataset has been introduced by
Lacoste et al. (2020). A few CL algorithms have focussed on the class-incremental setting (Hou
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Akyurek et al., 2021; Cha et al.,
2021b; Liu et al., 2021; Shim et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Cossu et al., 2022; Koh et al., 2022;
Goswami et al., 2023; Rymarczyk et al., 2023). Adversarial Shapley values are utilized by Shim et al.
(2021) to score the stored data examples according to their ability to avoid catastrophic forgetting.

Previous works on task-free CL include (Aljundi et al., 2019a, 2019c; Rao et al., 2019; Caccia
et al., 2020b; Lee et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2021; Pourcel et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022a; Ye &
Bors, 2022; Chrysakis & Moens, 2023; Ye & Bors, 2023). The method by Aljundi et al. (2019c) is
based on constrained optimization where sample selection is formulated as a constraint reduction
problem. A controlled sampling of memories is adopted for replay by Aljundi et al. (2019a). In
the method introduced by Lee et al. (2020), task-free CL is cast as an online variational inference
procedure of Dirichlet process mixture models of a set of neural experts where each expert is in
charge of a subset of the data. Caccia et al. (2020b) introduced a Continual version of MAML. Jin
et al. (2021) proposed a gradient-based memory editing algorithm which continually updates the
stored examples via gradient updates in order to improve the utility of such examples over time. An
associate memory task-free CL algorithm is introduced by Pourcel et al. (2022) where the data stream
is modelled as locally distributed, partially overlapping representation clusters. A memory evolution
algorithm is proposed by Wang et al. (2022a) in which the memory data distribution dynamically
evolves by forcing the memorization process to become gradually harder. Task-free CL streams are
simulated by Chrysakis and Moens (2023) from existing datasets via permuting any labeled dataset
into a continuously non-stationary stream. The task-free CL algorithm in (Ye & Bors, 2023) aims
to improve the compactness levels of the learned structures via a novelty-aware sample selection
approach that increases the diversity among the selected memory samples.

Other adaptation-based CL algorithms have been introduced into the literature (Rosenfeld &
Tsotsos, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Stickland & Murray, 2019; Caccia et al., 2020a; Lee et al., 2021;
Pratama et al., 2021). Adaptable attention layers have been introduced for multi-task learning by
Stickland and Murray (2019). Adaptive regularization has been adopted by Ahn et al. (2019) to
develop an uncertainty-based CL algorithm. The work by Requeima et al. (2019) has presented
an adaptive meta-learning algorithm referred to as CNAPS, which has as well been applied to CL.
The proposed STAF is different from CNAPS in several aspects, e.g. the adaptation granted by the
latter is based on linear modulation. In addition, the similarity-based adaptation provided by the
proposed STAF directly depends on balancing the global and task-specific sets of parameters with
a previous task, which helps mitigate catastrophic forgetting and is therefore a conceptually more
inherent continual learning framework where the learner has to obtain knowledge on the fly. On the
other hand, CNAPS is originally a meta-learning framework. Moreover, the proposed STAF does not
have to deal with the overhead resulting from employing a permutation invariant architecture (and
corresponding functions).

Other previous works on adaptive CL include the approach pursued by Rebuffi et al. (2017,
2018), which adapts domains with visual adapters, but it is feasible for relatively small numbers
of tasks due to the huge computational demands. It also requires expert oversight for tuning the
numerous parameters involved, and is prone to overfitting in the low-data regime. The work by Li
et al. (2019b) bases its adaptation on neural architecture search, but the computational feasibility can
be problematic since the search space may grow exponentially with respect to the number of tasks.
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Other previous works which touched on adaptive CL include (Nguyen et al., 2019; Ramasesh et al.,
2021; Doan et al., 2021; Andle et al., 2023; Lin et al., 2023). Veniat et al. (2021) used modules and
leveraged a task-driven prior over the exponential search space to decide which modules to reuse.
A dual memory along with a context transformation network have been developed by Pham et al.
(2021) to model task-specific features. A knowledge base has been developed by Ke et al. (2020) to
learn from a mixed sequence of similar and dissimilar tasks via hard attention. The work presented
by Doan et al. (2021) analyzed catastrophic forgetting under the neural tangent kernel regime and
utilized an overlap matrix to assess the similarity between a source and a target task. Other algorithms
include the ORACLE algorithm by Yoon et al. (2020) which has established a learner representing
the parameters of each task as a summation of task-shared and task-specific parameters.

Prototypical Networks. Prototypical networks (PNs) were originally developed by Snell et al.
(2017) for few-shot classification. PNs were used therein to enable the classifier to generalize to
new classes not seen during training, given a small set of examples from each new class. Due
to the possible limitation in the size of available data, PNs are based on a rather straightforward
inductive bias. The main essence is to compute a representative (prototype) of points belonging to the
same class by learning a representation where such prototypes can be found. Therefore, a nonlinear
mapping from the input space to a common representation space is learned via a neural network.
Every test point is then assigned the class of their nearest prototypes.

3. Methodology (Task-Aware STAF)

Due to the growth of CL models in complexity and the increasing possibility of encountering a
heterogeneous spectrum of tasks, it is essential to establish automatically adaptive CL frameworks.
The proposed STAF framework consists of: i) the main CL architecture, and; ii) the auxiliary PN.

In the main architecture of STAF, the computation of the task-specific components depends on
both the shared components and the adaptation mechanism. The auxiliary PN provides the building
block for the adaptation mechanism.

3.1 The Main Continual Learning Architecture

A graphical model depicting the network architecture of STAF is displayed in Figure 1. Similar to
the standard practice in continual multi-task architectures, the shared components (with parameters
θh) constitute the bottom part. The task-specific part (including the top classification layer) is at the
very top. Refer to the task-specific parameters of task t as θtf . The adaptation layer (with parameters
θta) lies in the middle between the shared and task-specific components.

Parameters of the adaptation layer θta are initialized based on the relationship/similarity between
the current task and the previously encountered tasks. The latter relationship is evaluated via the
auxiliary PN whose parameters are φr.

We have a sequence of m datasets, Dt = {xn
t ,y

n
t }Nt

n=1, where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} is the task
index and Nt is the size of the training dataset of task t. Data points are depicted by x ∈ X and their
labels are y ∈ Y , where X and Y are the input and label spaces, respectively, and X and Y are the
input and output variables. For classification2, Y is a finite set, i.e. Y = {1, 2, . . . , L}. Denote by T
a generic task index value. Overall, two predictions are performed for each data point during training.
The first is the label prediction yt|xt, and the second is the auxiliary task index prediction T |xt.

2. Extension to label spaces like regression is straightforward.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed STAF. The shared components (with parameters θh) are at the
bottom. For a task t, the task-specific components (including the classification layer) are at the top
(with parameters θtf ). The adaptation layer (with parameters θta) is in the middle between the shared
and task-specific components. The adaptation parameters θta are initialized based on the similarity
between the current task t and the previously encountered tasks. The similarity is evaluated via the
auxiliary PN whose parameters are φr.

Refer to the label prediction loss for task t as Lt
f (·, ·). For a data point (xn

t ,y
n
t ) from task t, the

loss is defined as:

J(θh,θ
t
a,θ

t
f ) = Lt

f (G
t
f (G

t
a(Gh(x

n
t ;θh);θ

t
a);θ

t
f ),y

n
t ) (1)

The nonlinear mappings performed by the shared, adaptation and task-specific parameters are
referred to as Gh, Gt

a (feature extractors) and Gt
f (label predictor) respectively. More details about

the auxiliary PN are given in Section 3.2, but let’s focus here on its output: Index of the most similar
task tNN to the current task t. The adaptation parameters θta are initialized with the final values of
the adaptation parameters θNN

a which were already learned by data from tNN. One backpropagation
gradient update to the task-specific, adaptation and shared parameters of task t, θtf , θta and θh, is
expressed as:

θtf ← θtf − αt
f

1

Nt

∂Lt
f

∂θtf
(2)

θta ← θNN
a − αt

a

1

Nt

∂Lt
f

∂θta
(3)

θh ← θh − αh
1

Nt

∂Lt
f

∂θh
(4)

The gradient steps displayed in equations (2)-(4) depict the first gradient step. This is why we display
the initial condition of the parameters in the first term at the R.H.S., e.g. θNN

a .
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Similar to the shared components, dimensions of the parameter vectors of the adaptation layer
θta are identical for all tasks, unlike the task-specific components. Apparently, the task-specific
components are solely dedicated to learn from the respective task data and are therefore completely
task-dependent. The separation between the adaptation and task-specific components is beneficial
for both. On the one hand, the total number of adaptation parameters is not excessively large due to
restricting the size of the adaptation components to one layer. This is useful to establish an effective
adaptation-stability balance. Adapting an excessively large number of parameters can lead to a
framework which is less time-efficient, less robust and more prone to catastrophic forgetting. On the
other hand, this separation enables task-specific learning from the current data to operate without
detractions.

The value of the adaptation learning rate αt
a depends on the degree of similarity between the most

similar task tNN and the current task t. The learning rate has an impact on how far the adaptation
parameters θta can move away from their initial values θNN

a . A larger learning rate αt
a permits the

adaptation parameters to be more different from the initial values. Value of the adaptation learning
rate αt

a is inversely proportionate to the degree of similarity between the upcoming task t and the
most similar task tNN. Further details on setting the value of the adaptation learning rate αt

a are
provided in Section 3.2.

There are two other learning rates, αt
f and αh. Since the shared parameters are updated by all

tasks, and in order to mitigate catastrophic forgetting, the value of the shared learning rate αh is
smaller than the task-specific learning rate αt

f .

For a task t, the algorithmic complexity on the main STAF architecture is O(NtGB
2) where Nt

is the size of the training dataset of task t, G is the number of layers in the network, and B is the
(largest) number of neurons within a single layer.

3.2 The Auxiliary Prototypical Network

The PN is the auxiliary architecture whose output feeds the adaptation layer of the main architecture.
The PN learns how to identify the most similar task tNN to the current task t.

Compared to a standard PN, we develop a PN with two principal variations: 1) the manner via
which the training and test procedures are performed; and 2) the dependent variable.

The dependent variable learned by our PN is the task index T , which here signifies the most
similar task tNN. After learning t− 1 tasks, the learner is currently presented with data Dt from task
t. For each task, the learning procedure of the PN goes through two phases to achieve two purposes.
The first phase aims to decide which, out of the previous tasks 1, 2, . . . , t− 1, is the most similar to
the current task t. The second phase pre-emptively prepares the framework for the future tasks, via
ensuring that the current task t will be involved when evaluating the most similar task to future tasks,
t+ 1, t+ 2, etc.

Refer to the sample presented to the PN from an arbitrary task T as DT = {xn
T , T}

NT
n=1, where

xn
T is the data, and the task index T is the dependent variable3. Refer to the mapping learned by the

PN from input space X as r = Gr(x;φr) where r ∈ RL and φr are the mapping parameters. Each
prototype µT ∈ RL is an L-dimensional representation depicting the mean of data points of task T

3. Please note that, as far as the PN is concerned, the dependent variable is the task index T , not the label yn
T .
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which are embedded by Gr:

µT =
1

NT

NT∑
n=1

Gr(x
n
T ;φr) (5)

When encountering a task T = t, the first goal is to evaluate the most similar task to t. The
surrogate for this goal is the prediction of the task index of task t, importantly, prior to training
the PN on its data Dt. In other words, the PN, which has only been trained on data from tasks
T = 1, 2, . . . , t−1 thus far, attempts to predict a task index for data from task t,Dt. This conceptually
leads to the prediction of the most similar task to t (without needing to store, nor replay, any data
points from the previous tasks) since the PN has not yet been trained on Dt.

More formally, denote by d : RL × RL → [0,∞) a distance metric. Given data Dt from task t,
the most similar task tNN is computed by:

tNN = argmax
T∈{1,...,t−1}

∑
x∈Dt

exp(−d(Gr(x;φr),µT ))∑t−1
T=1 exp(−d(Gr(x;φr),µT ))

(6)

After evaluating tNN, the PN is trained on data Dt in the second phase (such that task t can eventually
be included in the comparisons made to indicate most similar task to future tasks). For every point
x, the PN yields a distribution over all task indices via a softmax over distances to the prototypes
µt, after applying the mapping Gr. The gradient-based PN learning minimizes the negative log-
likelihood (LL) E(φr) = − log pφr(T = t|xt), xt ∈ Dt, of the correct value of the task index
(T = t). Define pφr(T = t|xt) as:

pφr(T = t|xt) =
exp(−d(Gr(xt;φr),µt))∑t

T=1 exp(−d(Gr(xt;φr),µT ))
(7)

During the PN training, the mapping Gr attempts to embed the data Dt of task t into a space
where it can be as distinguishable as possible from data belonging to tasks other than t. The main
steps of the task-aware STAF are listed in Algorithm 1.

Regarding the adaptation learning rate αt
a which was initially discussed in Section 3.1, it is

inversely proportionate to the degree of similarity between the upcoming task t and the most similar
task tNN. We set the value of the adaptation learning rate αt

a as follows:

αt
a = 1− exp(−d(Gr(xt;φr),µNN))∑t−1

T=1 exp(−d(Gr(xt;φr),µT ))
, xt ∈ Dt (8)

4. Task-Free STAF

We propose a STAF algorithm for task-free CL where there are no observed task boundaries. The
adaptive characteristics of STAF are preserved in its task-free version.

The learner encounters data which arrive sequentially. Refer to the consecutive pairs of data and
labels arriving at time step k as a data stream Dk = {xn

k ,y
n
k}

Nk
n=1 with size Nk. Upon encountering

data Dk at time step k, there is no given information on whether or not Dk belongs to the same
distribution/context as the previous data stream Dk−1. Let K refer to an arbitrary index of a data
stream. Denote by C the index of a context. A context involves one or more data streams.
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Algorithm 1 Training of the task-aware STAF Algorithm
Input: A sequence of m datasets: Dt, t = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Initialize the shared and task-specific parameters θh and θtf for all tasks, and adaptation parameters
θ1a for task 1.
for t = 2, . . . ,m do

// PN Learning
Observe sample Dt = {xn

t ,y
n
t }Nt

n=1

Embed data xt as Gr(xt;φr), where φr are the mapping parameters.
Compute current prototype µt using (5).
Predict the most similar task tNN using (6).
Train Dt via negative LL. Compute prob. using (7).
// Main CL architecture
Initialize θta via final values of θNN

a

Train parameters θtf , θta and θh using (2), (3) and (4).
end for

With no observed context indices, the learner has to identify the boundaries which depict context
shifts. We develop the following procedure via which the proposed STAF infers the boundary at
which data streams begin to follow a different context from that of their precedents.

Refer to the (hidden) context of a data stream D as C(D), and refer to the most similar previous
context to D as CNN(D). Suppose the current data stream is Dk. The intuition of the procedure is
that as long as the most similar context to the current data stream is the same as the most similar
context of the last data stream, i.e. CNN(Dk) = CNN(Dk−1), this signifies that the current data most
probably belongs to the same context as the most recent data, i.e. C(Dk) = C(Dk−1).

The dependent variable learned by the PN here is the context index C. Upon encountering Dk,
the PN first infers the most similar context to Dk, CNN(Dk). At this point, suppose there are i
contexts between which the PN can distinguish, i ≤ k − 14. The most similar context CNN(Dk) is
computed as follows:

CNN(Dk) = argmax
C∈{1,...,i}

∑
x∈Dk

exp(−d(Gr(x;φr),µC))∑i
C=1 exp(−d(Gr(x;φr),µC))

(9)

Context prototypes are denoted by µC . In case the most similar context to the current data stream
is the same as that of the last data stream, CNN(Dk) = CNN(Dk−1), then Dk is considered a
continuation of data from the context of the previous stream, C(Dk) = C(Dk−1). In such case:

i The current data stream Dk is trained as part of the context of the last data stream Ci = C(Dk) =
C(Dk−1). Due to the inclusion of data Dk, the prototype µi of context Ci must be updated. After
accumulating |Dk|, refer to the updated size of data of Ci as Ni. For xi ∈ Ci:

µi =
1

Ni

Ni∑
n=1

Gr(x
n
i ;φr) (10)

4. Each context comprises one or more data streams. Prior to Dk, the learner has already encountered k− 1 data streams.
Therefore, the current number of contexts is i ≤ k − 1.
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ii Data of the current stream xk ∈ Dk is then trained via minimizing the negative LL:
E(φr) = − log pφr(C = Ci|xk):

pφr(C = Ci|xk) =
exp(−d(Gr(xk;φr),µi))∑i

C=1 exp(−d(Gr(xk;φr),µC))
(11)

iii Since the current data Dk does not belong to a new context, there is no need to re-train the main
CL architecture5.

Otherwise, in case the most similar context to the current dataDk is different from the last stream,
i.e. CNN(Dk) 6= CNN(Dk−1), then Dk belongs to a new context Ci+1. In such case:

i The current data stream Dk is the first data stream of the new context Ci+1. For xk ∈ Dk:

µi+1 =
1

|Dk|

|Dk|∑
n=1

Gr(x
n
k ;φr) (12)

ii The PN training proceeds by minimizing the negative LL of the new context Ci+1:
E(φr) = − log pφr(C = Ci+1|xk).

pφr(C = Ci+1|xk) =
exp(−d(Gr(xk;φr),µi+1))∑i+1
C=1 exp(−d(Gr(xk;φr),µC))

(13)

iii Training of the new context Ci+1 on the main CL architecture is then performed in a similar manner
to the task-aware setting: The adaptation parameters of the new context Ci+1 are initialized with
the values of its most similar context CNN(Dk).

Regarding the second context C2, which can begin at any data stream from the second data
stream, k ≥ 2. This is a special case since there is only one previous stream C1. To predict whether
a data stream Dk belongs to C1: Rather than using the most similar context in (9) to predict the
boundary between the first and second contexts, a threshold is applied over the following expression:
exp(−d(Gr(xk;φr),µ1)). If the value of this expression is smaller than the threshold for data
points xk of stream Ck, then such points are far enough from the prototype µ1 of C1, and therefore
Ck is the first stream of a new context C2. Otherwise, the current data points Dk are added to the
first stream C1 based on (10) and (11).

The key steps of the task-free STAF are listed in Algorithm 2.

5. Theoretical Analysis

Let’s first set up the notation. A task T is characterized by a distributionDT on the input space X and
a labeling function f : X → [0, 1]. Note that the output of the labeling function f can be probabilistic.
A hypothesis spaceH is a space of functions h : X → [0, 1]. For analysis, we mainly focus on binary
classification problems, but the extension to multi-class classification is straightforward. Under a
distribution DT , the error of a hypothesis h w.r.t. a labeling function f is:

5. Note that the two previous steps were performed on the PN.
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Algorithm 2 The task-free STAF Algorithm
Input: A sequence of data streams Dk. Each data stream Dk belongs to a (hidden) context Ci.

Initialize the shared and context-specific parameters θh and θkf , and adaptation parameters θ1a for
context 1.
for all data streams Dk, k = 2, . . . do

// PN Learning
Observe sample Dk = {xn

k ,y
n
k}

Nk
n=1

Predict the most similar context CNN(Dk) via (9).
if CNN(Dk) = CNN(Dk−1) then

Let Ci = CNN(Dk) = CNN(Dk−1)
Update µi via (10).
Train Dk as part of Ci. Compute prob. using (11).

else
Compute µi+1 using (12). //a new context Ci+1

Train Dk as (the first) part of Ci+1. Compute prob. using (13).
// Main CL architecture
Initialize θka via final values of θNN

a

Train parameters θkf , θka and θh using (2), (3) and (4).
end if

end for

εT (h, f) := Ex∼DT [|h(x)− f(x)|] (14)

We address a continual learning setup with sequentially arriving tasks characterized by clear
boundaries. The learner has already encountered m training tasks {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} where each task
is drawn from a distribution of tasks Pr(T ).

Define the risk of hypothesis h as the error of h w.r.t. the true labeling function fT under task
T : εT (h) := εT (h, fT ). As a measure of distance between two distributions, we build on the
H-divergence (Ben-David et al., 2010), which is a commonly used distance measure in domain
adaptation (Sun et al., 2011; Ajakan et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2019). Let H be a hypothesis space
defined on X , and AH be the collection of subsets of X representing the support of a hypothesis h
in H, i.e. AH := {h−1(1) | h ∈ H}. We stick to the way the definition of the H-divergence was
described by Zhao et al. (2019) which does not include the factor of 2 since, in our work as well,
the constant factor is not relevant. Based onH, the distance between two distributions D and D′ is:
dH(D,D′) := supA∈AH |PrD(A)− PrD′(A)|.

For the sake of lucidity, we follow a rather modular approach in this section. We begin by
introducing the theory and its gist in Section 5.1, followed by the proofs and related information in
Section 5.2.

5.1 Generalization Upper Bound

The primary motivation of the CL bound derived here is to provide a theoretical corroboration for the
proposed STAF algorithm based on the bound’s degrees of freedom, not to come up with the tightest
CL bound. Defining the difference between two tasks as the summation of the distance between their
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marginal (data) distributions and the distance between their labeling functions (conditional of the
label given data), Theorem 1 states that the error on an upcoming (test) task Ti is less than or equal
to the summation of the following terms:
i) summation of the differences between each pair of training (i.e. already encountered) tasks,
multiplied by a factor of two,
ii) the minimum upper bound on the test task Ti with an individual training task, i.e. the minimum
upper bound on Ti had there been only one training task.

Theorem 1. Let Ti refer to a test task with index i, and {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} refer to the training tasks.
The following holds for a hypothesis spaceH and any hypothesis h ∈ H:

εTi(h) ≤
m∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj, fTk), εTk(fTj, fTk)}+2dH(DTj,DTk)

)
+ (15)

min
j∈{1,2,...,m}

{(
εTj (h)+min{εTj(fTj, fTi), εTi(fTj, fTi)}+dH(DTj,DTi)

)}
(16)

The bound consists of two kinds of terms, the first in (15) depicts the summation of the differences
between pairs of training tasks (marginals + labeling functions), multiplied by two. It is important to
note that this kind of term does not include a learning hypothesis h. In other words, this fully depends
on the training tasks already encountered by the learner, and is therefore fixed once the training tasks
and their respective training data have been observed. There are no degrees of freedom involved
herein based on which the continual learner can capture intuition for a CL optimization procedure.

The second kind of term in the bound is the minimum term in (16). It consists of m clauses (one
per training task). As derived in (27) in Section 5.2, each clause in this minimum term depicts the
upper bound on test task Ti had the learner encountered solely a single training task. Thus, given m
training tasks, Theorem 1 notes that finding the least distant (i.e. the most similar) training task to the
current test task Ti tightens the bound and correspondingly minimizes the error on Ti.

A large number of training tasks m might add up to (15). However, regarding the learnability
of the model, this can actually be beneficial, since a larger pool of training tasks can potentially be
useful in minimizing the latter term in (16).

Thus, Theorem 1 indicates a dependence between the error of an upcoming task and the most
similar previous task.

5.2 Proofs

We begin by proving a few lemmata which we will eventually need to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. The triangle inequality is satisfied by theH-divergence distance measure. More formally,
theH-divergence satisfies the following:

dH(D,D′) ≤ dH(D,D′′) + dH(D′′,D′) (17)

for any hypothesis spaceH and distributions D, D′ and D′′ over the same space.
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Proof.

dH(D,D′) = sup
A∈AH

|Pr
D
(A)− Pr

D′
(A)|

= sup
A∈AH

(
|Pr
D
(A)− Pr

D′′
(A) + Pr

D′′
(A)− Pr

D′
(A)|

)
≤ sup

A∈AH

(
|Pr
D
(A)− Pr

D′′
(A)|+ |Pr

D′′
(A)− Pr

D′
(A)|

)
= sup

A∈AH
|Pr
D
(A)− Pr

D′′
(A)|+ sup

A∈AH
|Pr
D′′

(A)− Pr
D′
(A)|

= dH(D,D′′) + dH(D′′,D′) (18)

Lemma 2. For a task T with a marginal distributionDT , and for a hypothesis spaceH, the following
triangle inequality is satisfied by the labeling function:

εT (h, h
′) ≤ εT (h, h′′) + εT (h

′′, h′) (19)

for any three hypotheses h, h′, h′′ ∈ H.

Proof.

εT (h, h
′) = Ex∼DT ,h,h′∼U

[
|h(x)− h′(x)|

]
= Ex∼DT ,U

[
|h(x)− h′′(x) + h′′(x)− h′(x)|

]
≤ Ex∼DT ,U

[
|h(x)− h′′(x)|+ |h′′(x)− h′(x)|

]
= Ex∼DT ,U

[
|h(x)−h′′(x)|

]
+ Ex∼DT ,U

[
|h′′(x)−h′(x)|

]
= εT (h, h

′′) + εT (h
′′, h′) (20)

Lemma 3. Let DTj and DTk be the distributions for tasks Tj and Tk, respectively. For a hypothesis
classH, ∀h, h′ ∈ H:

εTj (h, h
′) ≤ εTk(h, h

′) + dH(DTj ,DTk) (21)

Proof. Given h, h′ ∈ H.

εTj (h, h
′) = Ex∼DTj ,h,h

′∼U

[
|h(x)− h′(x)|

]
= Eh,h′∼U

∫
x
Pr
DTj

(x)
[
|h(x)− h′(x)|

]
= Eh,h′∼U

∫
x

(
Pr
DTj

(x)− Pr
DTk

(x) + Pr
DTk

(x)
)[
|h(x)− h′(x)|

]
= εTk(h, h

′) + Eh,h′∼U

∫
x

(
Pr
DTj

(x)− Pr
DTk

(x)
)[
|h(x)− h′(x)|

]
≤ εTk(h, h

′) + sup
A∈AH

| Pr
DTj

(A)− Pr
DTk

(A)|

= εTk(h, h
′) + dH(DTj ,DTk) (22)
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Theorem 1. Let Ti refer to an upcoming (test) task with index i, and {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} refer to the
training tasks (i.e. the tasks already encountered by the continual learner). The following holds for a
hypothesis spaceH and any hypothesis h ∈ H:

εTi(h) ≤
m∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+ (23)

min
j∈{1,2,...,m}

{(
εTj (h) +min{εTj (fTj , fTi), εTi(fTj , fTi)}+ dH(DTj ,DTi)

)}
(24)

Proof. We will formalize the proof using mathematical induction. First, we show that the form holds
for one and then for two training tasks6. Afterwards, we pursue the induction step.

By applying Lemma 3 to εTi(h), followed by Lemma 2, we get:

εTi(h) = εTi(h, fTi)

≤ εT1(h, fTi) + dH(DT1 ,DTi)
≤ εT1(h) + εT1(fT1 , fTi) + dH(DT1 ,DTi) (25)

Recall that εT1(h, fT1) = εT1(h), which we use in (25) above. Meanwhile, by reversing the
order, i.e. by applying Lemma 2 first, followed by Lemma 3, we get the following:

εTi(h) = εTi(h, fTi)

≤ εTi(h, fT1) + εTi(fT1 , fTi)

≤ εT1(h) + εTi(fT1 , fTi) + dH(DT1 ,DTi) (26)

From (25) and (26):

εTi(h) ≤ εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi), (27)

which forms an upper bound on the error of the test task Ti given one training task T1.
Let’s now involve another training task T2. By applying lemmata 2 and 3 in both orders, similar

to the operations in (25), (26) and (27), εT1(h) can be expressed as follows:

εT1(h) ≤ εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fT1), εT1(fT2 , fT1)}+ dH(DT2 ,DT1) (28)

From (28) back into (27):

εTi(h) ≤εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fT1), εT1(fT2 , fT1)}+min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}
+ dH(DT2 ,DT1) + dH(DT1 ,DTi) (29)

By the moment we do this analysis, the continual learner has already encountered all the m
training tasks, i.e. all the tasks in the following set: {T1, T2, . . . , Tm}. Therefore, we can arbitrarily
begin our analysis with any task belonging to this set, e.g. task T2 rather than task T1 (as performed
above). As such, we are not bound in this analysis by the order via which the continual learner has

6. To further make sure that the form is clear, we begin with two, rather than solely one, base cases.
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encountered the training tasks. Above, we began by T1 in (27) followed by T2 in (28). Let’s switch
the order so that we begin with T2 followed by T1. The outcome in such case would be as follows:

εTi(h) ≤εT1(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fT1), εT1(fT2 , fT1)}+min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}
+ dH(DT2 ,DT1) + dH(DT2 ,DTi) (30)

From (29) and (30):

εTi(h) ≤ min{εT2(fT2 , fT1), εT1(fT2 , fT1)}+ dH(DT2 ,DT1)

+min
{(
εT1(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)
)}

(31)

Note that, similar to what was carried out above to obtain (28) for T1, we can as well apply
lemmata 2 and 3 in both orders to obtain a similar bound for T2 by reversing the roles of T1 and T2.
This leads to the following for T2:

εT2(h) ≤ εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fT2), εT2(fT1 , fT2)}+ dH(DT1 ,DT2) (32)

Using the inequalities in (28) and (32) to express εT1(h) and εT2(h), respectively, in (31), we get
the upper bound on the error of an upcoming task Ti, εTi(h), given two training tasks T1 and T2 as:

εTi(h) ≤ 2min{εT2(fT2 , fT1), εT1(fT2 , fT1)}+ 2 dH(DT2 ,DT1)

+min
{(
εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)
)}

(33)

By simply rearranging the clauses of the third (minimum) term on the R.H.S., we get:

εTi(h) ≤ 2min{εT1(fT1 , fT2), εT2(fT1 , fT2)}+ 2 dH(DT1 ,DT2)

+min
{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)}

(34)

In (27) we have an upper bound on the error εTi(h) for the case when there is only one training
task involved. This one task happened to be T1 in (27), but had there been another training task
involved rather than T1, as the sole training task, e.g. T2, the same bound in (27) could then be applied
via replacing T1 with such a task (e.g. T2) in (27).

Using this fact for both clauses of the third (minimum) term on the R.H.S. of (34), we get the
following upper bound on the error given two training tasks T1 and T2:

εTi(h) ≤ 2min{εT1(fT1 , fT2), εT2(fT1 , fT2)}+ 2 dH(DT1 ,DT2)

+min
{

bound with one training task T1,

bound with one training task T2
}

(35)
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Let’s now move on to the induction step. Assume that the form of the generalization bound on
the error of a test task Ti, given two training tasks T1 and T2 in (34) equivalently holds for m − 1
training tasks, i.e. assume that the following holds:

εTi(h) ≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+ min

j∈{1,2,...,m−1}

{(
εTj (h) +min{εTj (fTj , fTi), εTi(fTj , fTi)}+ dH(DTj ,DTi)

)}
(36)

Let’s involve Tm. Similar to the inequality form in (27), the following is an upper bound on the
error of task Tm−1:

εTm−1(h) ≤ εTm(h) +min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+ dH(DTm−1 ,DTm) (37)

From (37) back into (36):

εTi(h) ≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+min

{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)
, . . . ,(

εTm−2(h) +min{εTm−2(fTm−2 , fTi), εTi(fTm−2 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−2 ,DTi)
)
,(

εTm(h) +min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+min{εTm−1(fTm−1,fTi), εTi(fTm−1, fTi)}

+dH(DTm−1,DTm)+dH(DTm−1,DTi)
)}

(38)

≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+min

{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)
, . . . ,(

εTm−2(h) +min{εTm−2(fTm−2 , fTi), εTi(fTm−2 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−2 ,DTi)
)
,(

εTm−1(h)+2min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+min{εTm−1(fTm−1,fTi), εTi(fTm−1, fTi)}

+2dH(DTm−1,DTm)+dH(DTm−1,DTi)
)}

(39)

The switch from (38) to (39) is due to the inequality in (27). Recall again that the order of the
tasks in this analysis is arbitrary and is independent from the order via which the continual learner
has encountered the tasks. Assuming that Tm was involved in the analysis prior to the involvement
of Tm−1, i.e. the order of these two tasks has been switched, the outcome in such case would be as
follows:
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εTi(h) ≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+min

{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)
, . . . ,(

εTm−2(h) +min{εTm−2(fTm−2 , fTi), εTi(fTm−2 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−2 ,DTi)
)
,(

εTm−1(h)+min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+min{εTm(fTm,fTi), εTi(fTm, fTi)}

+dH(DTm−1,DTm)+dH(DTm,DTi)
)}

(40)

≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+min

{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
,(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)
, . . . ,(

εTm−2(h) +min{εTm−2(fTm−2 , fTi), εTi(fTm−2 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−2 ,DTi)
)
,(

εTm(h)+2min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+min{εTm(fTm,fTi), εTi(fTm, fTi)}

+2dH(DTm−1,DTm)+dH(DTm,DTi)
)}

(41)

Taking the common terms out from (39) and from (41), we get the following:

εTi(h) ≤
m−1∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+ (42)

(
2min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTm), εTm(fTm−1 , fTm)}+ 2 dH(DTm−1 ,DTm)

)
+ (43)

min
{(
εT1(h) +min{εT1(fT1 , fTi), εTi(fT1 , fTi)}+ dH(DT1 ,DTi)

)
, (44)(

εT2(h) +min{εT2(fT2 , fTi), εTi(fT2 , fTi)}+ dH(DT2 ,DTi)
)
, . . . , (45)(

εTm−2(h) +min{εTm−2(fTm−2 , fTi), εTi(fTm−2 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−2 ,DTi)
)
, (46)(

εTm−1(h) +min{εTm−1(fTm−1 , fTi), εTi(fTm−1 , fTi)}+ dH(DTm−1 ,DTi)
)
, (47)(

εTm(h) +min{εTm(fTm , fTi), εTi(fTm , fTi)}+ dH(DTm ,DTi)
)}
, (48)
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which concludes the induction step and thus leads to the upper bound on the error of a test task
Ti given m training tasks {T1, T2, . . . , Tm}:

εTi(h) ≤
m∑

j,k=1,k>j

(
2min{εTj (fTj , fTk), εTk(fTj , fTk)}+ 2 dH(DTj ,DTk)

)
+ (49)

min
j∈{1,2,...,m}

{(
εTj (h) +min{εTj (fTj , fTi), εTi(fTj , fTi)}+ dH(DTj ,DTi)

)}
(50)

6. Experiments

In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of the proposed STAF. We chiefly aim at
evaluating the following aspects: i) the task-aware CL performance of STAF, measured by the average
classification accuracy over all tasks encountered by the learner; ii) the degree to which catastrophic
forgetting can be reduced with STAF; iii) the task-free CL performance of the corresponding STAF
version; and iv) an ablation study gauging the impact of the adaptation layer on the obtained results.
State-of-the-art results obtained in both the task-aware and task-free settings demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed STAF and its adaptation mechanism.

We perform CL experiments on six datasets: Split MNIST (Goodfellow et al., 2014a; Zenke
et al., 2017), Fashion-MNIST (Xiao et al., 2017), Omniglot (Lake et al., 2011), Split CIFAR-10
(Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009), Split CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009; Rebuffi et al., 2017)
and Split mini-ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009; Vinyals et al., 2016; Chaudhry et al., 2019b).

We compare with the most powerful variation of every competing algorithm. The reported results
are averages of 15 runs. Statistical Significance (highlighted in bold) is identified using a paired t-test
with p = 0.05. Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) is the optimizer used with a learning rate decayed by a
factor of 3 if there is no improvement in the validation loss for 5 consecutive epochs, similar to the
works by Serra et al. (2018), Joseph and Balasubramanian (2020), Jung et al. (2020).

6.1 Task-Aware Classification

We evaluate how STAF fares compared to multiple state-of-the-art CL algorithms: (VCL, Nguyen
et al., 2018), progress and compress (P&C, Schwarz et al., 2018), (RPS-Net, Rajasegaran et al., 2019),
(CCLL, Singh et al., 2020), (ORTHOG-SUBSPACE, Chaudhry et al., 2020), CL with hypernetworks
(HNET, von Oswald et al., 2020), (AGS-CL, Jung et al., 2020), (La-MAML, Gupta et al., 2020a),
(MERLIN, Joseph & Balasubramanian, 2020), (CBRS, Chrysakis & Moens, 2020), (Gating, Abati
et al., 2020), (GCL, Tang & Matteson, 2021), (CRNet, Li & Zeng, 2023), (NNA, Madireddy et al.,
2023) and (RN18, Lee et al., 2023). The average classification accuracy is measured over (test
samples from) all the encountered tasks, not only the latest task. This is the main performance metric
of CL algorithms. All methods are trained with a minibatch size of 256 and for 100 epochs. We
adopt a 60/20/20% allocation for training, validation and test, respectively. Initial values assigned to
the shared learning rate αh and the task-specific learning rate αt

f are 0.02 and 0.05, respectively.
We provide a brief description of the six datasets in use.
Split MNIST The handwritten digit MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1998) is split into 5 disjoint

subsets with non-overlapping classes to form the 5 tasks of Split MNIST.
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Fashion-MNIST A dataset of 10 classes which is split into 5 binary classification tasks:
Pullover/Dress, Shirt/Sneaker, T-shirt/Trouser, Bag/Ankle boots and Coat/Sandals.

Omniglot It consists of more than 1, 600 handwritten characters from 50 alphabets (20 examples
per character). There are 50 tasks (one task per alphabet). It comprises a considerably larger number
of tasks than the previous 2 datasets.

Split CIFAR-10 It is split into 5 different tasks with 2 non-overlapping classes per task. It
contains 50, 000 examples.

Split CIFAR-100 Similar to (Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017), CIFAR-100 is split into 20 tasks
with 5 disjoint classes per task. CIFAR-100 consists of 50, 000 training examples.

Split mini-ImageNet It is based on a subset of ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) with a total
of 100 classes and 600 images per class. Similar to (Aljundi et al., 2019a; Chaudhry et al., 2019b), it
is split into 20 tasks with 5 classes each.

Like (Chrysakis & Moens, 2020), and to compare on common ground, choices of the model
architecture in every experiment heavily depend on previous works. A 2-layer perceptron (MLP)
with 250 neurons per layer and ReLU activations is used for Split MNIST and Fashion-MNIST. A
ResNet-18 is utilized for the other 4 datasets.

Results of the average classification accuracy are displayed in Table 1. The proposed STAF
achieves significantly higher classification results than all the previous state-of-the-art algorithms in
all the 6 experiments. The relevance of the similarity-based adaptation adopted by STAF is more
significant with the latter (and larger) 4 datasets, which also shows that STAF is scalable.

Due to the smooth nature of computations performed in STAF, it is also efficient in terms of
wall-clock run-time7. On average, both STAF and La-MAML reach the accuracy levels reported in
Table 1 more rapidly than the other methods.

6.2 Task-Free Classification

Based on the six benchmarks listed above, we evaluate the task-free STAF and how it addresses
problems where task boundaries are not observed. No information about task boundaries is used
in the learning procedure of any method under this setting. A shared head is used in the task-free
STAF. We compare to several task-free CL algorithms: (GSS, Aljundi et al., 2019c), (ER-MIR,
Aljundi et al., 2019a), (GMED, Jin et al., 2020), (ASER, Shim et al., 2020), (OSAKA, Caccia et al.,
2020b), (CN-DPM, Lee et al., 2020), (WGF, Wang et al., 2022a), (ODDL, Ye & Bors, 2022) and
(SEDEM, Ye & Bors, 2023). Similar to the bulk of previous works on task-free CL, e.g. (Aljundi
et al., 2019c; Jin et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Shim et al., 2020), a minibatch size of 10 is used in
all the experiments on task-free CL. Architectures used in every experiment are similar to previous
methods, to compare on common ground. For Split MNIST, a 2-hidden-layer MLP classifier with
ReLU activation is used. The dimension of each layer is 400. For Fashion-MNIST and Omniglot, we
use a 4-layer CNN with 64 hidden units. A ResNet-18 is used for Split CIFAR-10, Split CIFAR-100
and Split mini-ImageNet. Similar to Aljundi et al. (2019c), an online streaming setting is adopted.

As displayed in Table 2, the task-free STAF significantly achieves the highest classification
results in 5 out of the 6 experiments, and the joint highest in one experiment. Results of the latter 3
datasets are illustrated with more details in Figures 2-4. Task-free STAF is capable of achieving high
performance levels due to its similarity-based adaptation as well as its ability to continually learn
without task boundaries.

7. This is a brief (yet straight to the point) summary of the wall-clock run-time results.
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Table 1: Average test classification accuracy (%) after learning all tasks of the 6 task-aware CL
experiments, followed by the standard error. Bold entries indicate significance. Classification
accuracy of the proposed STAF is significantly higher than the previous state-of-the-art on the six
experiments.

Method S-MNIST F-MNIST Omniglot CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 mini-ImageNet

P&C 96.4 ± 1.1 90.8 ± 0.9 82.8 ± 1.4 72.4 ± 0.8 65.5 ± 1.3 56.8 ± 1.6
VCL 97.1 ± 0.8 88.0 ± 1.1 80.7 ± 0.7 71.9 ± 1.3 80.0 ± 0.8 53.1 ± 0.7
CCLL 98.8 ± 0.7 92.1 ± 0.4 84.5 ± 0.6 83.2 ± 0.8 90.9 ± 0.9 71.6 ± 1.2
ORTHOG 87.3 ± 0.9 86.8 ± 1.2 80.9 ± 0.8 72.1 ± 0.7 64.3 ± 0.6 51.4 ± 1.4
HNET 99.8 ± 0.02 92.0 ± 0.04 83.4 ± 0.1 83.8 ± 0.1 82.9 ± 0.2 72.2 ± 0.2
AGS-CL 99.4 ± 0.3 91.8 ± 0.3 82.8 ± 1.2 83.5 ± 1.1 64.1 ± 1.0 70.4 ± 1.2
La-MAML 98.3 ± 0.5 91.1 ± 0.5 83.7 ± 0.6 80.7 ± 0.8 70.1 ± 0.7 69.5 ± 0.8
MERLIN 97.4 ± 0.3 91.6 ± 0.2 84.2 ± 0.3 82.9 ± 1.2 48.5 ± 0.3 41.9 ± 1.2
CBRS 95.9 ± 1.2 76.4 ± 2.1 80.3 ± 1.1 72.9 ± 1.1 38.9 ± 1.2 53.2 ± 2.3
GCL 98.9 ± 0.4 91.4 ± 0.4 81.9 ± 0.3 49.6 ± 1.9 74.5 ± 1.0 61.5 ± 0.6
RPS-Net 99.5 ± 0.2 92.2 ± 0.2 84.0 ± 0.4 83.3 ± 0.5 81.8 ± 0.4 75.7 ± 0.6
Gating 99.7 ± 0.1 90.4 ± 0.3 83.6 ± 0.2 96.4 ± 0.2 89.3 ± 0.2 75.2 ± 0.5
RN18 98.3 ± 0.2 90.1 ± 0.2 83.9 ± 0.4 88.6 ± 0.3 56.7 ± 0.23 72.4 ± 0.52
CRNet 99.6 ± 0.1 94.7 ± 0.75 84.7 ± 0.6 93.6 ± 0.4 89.1 ± 0.3 74.2 ± 0.6
NNA 99.6 ± 0.04 85.4 ± 0.5 84.1 ± 0.2 94.5 ± 0.15 83.2 ± 0.15 75.5 ± 0.5
STAF 99.9 ± 0.02 97.2 ± 0.2 89.5 ± 0.09 98.6 ± 0.13 95.7 ± 0.19 83.4 ± 0.4

Table 2: Average classification accuracy (%) of the task-free CL setting for the 6 experiments,
followed by the standard error. Significance is identified by bold entries. STAF achieves the highest
classification accuracy in 5 out of the 6 experiments, and is joint highest in one.

Method S-MNIST F-MNIST Omniglot CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 mini-ImageNet

GSS 86.9 ± 1.5 85.7 ± 1.6 82.5 ± 1.1 46.8 ± 0.7 21.2 ± 1.8 22.6 ± 1.4
ER-MIR 87.6 ± 0.7 87.4 ± 0.9 83.4 ± 1.0 49.6 ± 0.2 35.3 ± 1.4 25.2 ± 0.6
GMED + MIR 88.5 ± 1.1 86.2 ± 1.3 80.8 ± 1.4 35.5 ± 1.9 20.8 ± 1.4 27.8 ± 0.7
ASER 86.7 ± 1.3 83.8 ± 1.1 79.1 ± 1.3 43.5 ± 1.4 21.7 ± 0.5 18.2 ± 1.1
CN-DPM 94.4 ± 0.3 93.0 ± 0.4 87.2 ± 1.9 47.0 ± 0.2 21.1 ± 0.2 24.3 ± 0.9
OSAKA 92.5 ± 1.8 90.6 ± 0.9 86.0 ± 0.8 43.4 ± 0.5 32.9 ± 1.1 22.1 ± 1.3
WGF 94.5 ± 1.1 93.8 ± 1.7 85.3 ± 2.2 47.9 ± 2.5 21.8 ± 1.5 32.2 ± 1.5
ODDL 95.8 ± 0.05 95.4 ± 0.09 91.5 ± 0.1 52.7 ± 0.11 27.2 ± 0.87 28.9 ± 1.5
SEDEM 98.4 ± 0.15 96.1 ± 1.2 90.8 ± 1.4 55.3 ± 1.32 24.9 ± 1.16 29.6 ± 1.9
STAF 98.7 ± 0.2 98.6 ± 0.2 95.2 ± 0.3 63.9 ± 0.1 56.8 ± 0.2 49.1 ± 0.5

6.3 Catastrophic Forgetting

We evaluate catastrophic forgetting (CF) in a manner similar to the technique presented by Schwarz
et al. (2018), which is based checking how the classification accuracy on the first task changes as
the learner keeps encountering other tasks, until the end of the training procedure. The CF results
on the six benchmarks are displayed in Figure 5. The proposed STAF achieves considerably higher
retention levels. This empirically demonstrates that the proposed task similarity mechanism manages
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to mitigate catastrophic forgetting. Reinforcing the (global) CL learning with (local) focussed
information from previous relevant tasks has improved the performance retention capability of STAF.
The results achieved by STAF, in terms of the overall classification accuracy as well as catastrophic
forgetting reduction, demonstrate its ability to address the stability-plasticity dilemma.
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Figure 2: Comparison between state-of-the-art task-free CL algorithms on the Split CIFAR-10 data.
Task-free STAF outperforms the previous state-of-the-art.
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Figure 3: Comparison between task-free CL algorithms on the Split CIFAR-100 data. Highest
accuracy is achieved by STAF.
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Figure 4: Comparison between task-free CL algorithms on the Split mini-ImageNet data. STAF
achieves the highest classification accuracy.
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(a) Split MNIST
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(b) Fashion-MNIST
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(c) Omniglot
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(d) Split CIFAR-10
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(e) Split CIFAR-100
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(f) Split mini-ImageNet

Figure 5: Catastrophic Forgetting Evaluation. Performance retention is assessed via monitoring how
the classification accuracy of Task 1 of each benchmark changes along with the sequential arrival of
the other tasks. The proposed STAF significantly achieves the highest levels of performance retention
in the 6 experiments. Better viewed in color.
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6.4 Ablation Study

Results of the performed ablation study for task-aware STAF are displayed in Table 3. Such results
empirically demonstrate the significance of the proposed adaptation mechanism in achieving the
average accumulated classification results obtained by STAF. The classification performance of STAF
after learning all tasks in the six experiments is compared to the following two scenarios: 1) when
there is neither an adaptation layer in the main architecture, nor an adaptation mechanism at all,
i.e. no PN learning. The main architecture in such case is the vanilla multi-task continual learning
architecture solely consisting of shared components and task-specific components. 2) when there is
an adaptation mechanism, yet the task based on which adaptation is performed is randomly selected.
This zooms in further on the value added by the proposed similarity-based adaptation strategy to
achieve the classification performance levels obtained by STAF. As illustrated in Table 3, significant
differences in the overall classification accuracy levels between STAF and the other two scenarios
demonstrate the relevance of the proposed adaptation strategy.

For task-free STAF, the plots in Figures 6-8 depict the ablations for the Split CIFAR-10, Split
CIFAR-100 and Split mini-ImageNet datasets, respectively. The significant differences in perfor-
mance between task-free STAF and the other two adaptation scenarios demonstrate the importance of
the proposed adaptation strategy.

Table 3: Average test classification accuracy (%) after learning all tasks of the following six ex-
periments: Split MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, Omniglot, Split CIFAR-10, Split CIFAR-100 and Split
mini-ImageNet, followed by the standard error. Significance is identified by bold entries. The results
obtained by the proposed STAF massively depend on its adaptation strategy. This is why STAF
achieves significantly higher classification levels than the following two scenarios: 1) no adaptation
mechanism at all, 2) adaptation via a randomly selected task (rather than similarity-based adaptation).

Method Split MNIST Fashion-MNIST Omniglot CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 mini-ImageNet

STAF 99.9 ± 0.02 97.2 ± 0.2 89.5 ± 0.09 98.6 ± 0.13 95.7 ± 0.19 83.4 ± 0.4
No Adaptation 95.7 ± 0.02 80.2 ± 0.1 79.5 ± 0.2 71.5 ± 0.2 35.4 ± 0.2 32.2 ± 0.4
Rnd. Sel. Adaptation 96.1 ± 0.4 78.7 ± 0.9 78.8 ± 1.1 72.1 ± 0.6 31.0 ± 1.3 30.9 ± 1.8
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Figure 6: Ablations for task-free CL on Split CIFAR-10. The significant difference in accuracy
between task-free STAF and the other two adaptation scenarios demonstrate the importance of the
proposed adaptation strategy.
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Figure 7: Ablations for task-free CL on Split CIFAR-100. The proposed adaptation strategy massively
improves the performance of task-free STAF, compared to the other two scenarios.
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Figure 8: Ablations for task-free CL on the Split mini-ImageNet dataset. STAF is considerably more
accurate thanks to the proposed adaptation strategy.

7. Conclusion

We introduced a continual learning framework consisting of two algorithms, one for task-aware
continual learning, and the other for the more challenging task-free setting. The introduced algorithms
learn global (shared across tasks) information, and locally adapt this learning. The proposed similarity-
based adaptation is integrated in the model via a proxy prototypical network. We also derived a
generalization upper bound on the error of an upcoming task, providing a theoretical corroboration
of the proposed methodology. Efficacy of the proposed adaptation mechanism in both the task-aware
and task-free settings (measured by the overall classification accuracy and by reducing catastrophic
forgetting) is demonstrated via powerful empirical performance over the two continual learning
settings.
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